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MEMBERSHIP FORM
·~

..

Name ___________________________________________________________
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Age ____

Phone _____________

City/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Team with whom you are affiliated: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 I am interested in assisting the UP A NE WSLETTE R by writing and reporting on Ultimate
activities in my area.
0 Please find enclos.ed my membership dues of $7.00.
0 Please find enclosed my membership renewal, $7.00.
Please return to Ultimate Players Association, P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.
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Cover Photo
CHRIS PERRY-The Flying Circus' "Moondog"
hounding Henry Dark Star in the Solstice Celebration tournament finals.

MOVING?
WHAT WE DON'T
WANT HERE/SA
FAILURE TO
COMMUNICATE/
One of the most d1ff1cult JObs the
UPA w111 have IS keep1ng up w1th
address changes. A s1mpfe sofut1on
that has been suggested 1s that all
teams rent a Post Off1ce Box. Cost
1s only $20 per year and allows
cons1stant commun1cation.
you have moved - or plan to
move 1n the near futur e - be sure
to let the UPA Newsletter follow you
by lett1ng us know your new
address Just paste the latest
address label on the space
prov1ded below and let us know
your new address

During the past two years, the Ultimate Players Association has worked towards
establishing a means of communication for the Ultimate enthusiast. As a communications vehicle, our effectiveness has risen steadily, reflecting the increased involvement of our membership. Indicative of that growth, this issue of the UPA Newsletter
is our largest to date, with more contributions than any in the past.
One of the responsibilities of a team spokesperson is to keep us updated as to your
team's whereabouts. We have more productive things to do with our time than to
continually process team address changes. Please take this plea as incentive to establish a permanent Post Office Box for your team.
We are always in need of articles, photos and cartoons, or anything else you think
appropriate and would like to share in the newsletter. The deadline for consideration
in the October/November newsletter is September 15. Please submit all copy in
typewritten form.
Some Announcements ...
The election process to fill the vacated Regional Coordinator positions for the
Northeast, South and Central Regions has been postponed. Several people were having problems getting their nominating petitions signed, so we have extended the
deadline to September 21, which we hope will give any potential candidates the
opportunity to run for the Regional Coordinator position. N aminating petitions
should be turned in to Paul Brenner.
Jeffrey ·~yogi" Durra, former Northeast Regional Coordinator, has moved west and
is now fully involved with the UP A. We welcome his resources.
By-Law Amendments
The By-Law proposal by Tory Hack, changing Articles IV and VIII, was passed.
The change will word more appropriately each article to correspond with the new
responsibilities of the National Director and the timing of the ballot publication.
TheN ational Director is now responsible for publishing representative replies both
for and against the proposed amendment in the following newsletter(s) containing the
ballot. Most dramatic of the new changes is that all proposed amendments will be
saved from the last ballot and published together in the December issue of the newsletter. This will allow voters to consider all rule change proposals on an annual basis.
Regional and Sectional Coordinators
To enhance internal communication, we have listed on page 5 a master list of all
Regional and Sectional Coordinators. These people are there to help-call on them if
you need any assistance.
- T.K.

Middlebury Prankster (left) besting a Cornell Bud to his own disc while an anxious Middlebury bench cheers on his effort.

SPRING EASTERNS/MEN:

SPRING EASTERNS/WOMEN:

The 'Beroov r
Michigan

If

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - Nl W ADDRESS - · - - - - - - CITY STATE ' liP

Return to. UPA Newsletter.
P 0 Box 4844, Santa Barbara. CA
93103

---------------------------

The 1981 fall season is around the corner
and it will lead to the National
Championships.
As usual, qualification for the Nationals
will be determined through the sectional/
regional tournament format.
If ~ou can aid ~our section or region ~~~
providing an adequate site for either
tournament, please contact ~our Sectional
or Regional Coordinator.
Thank ~ou.

PURCHASE, NEW YORK-The State University of New York
(SUNY) at Purchase was the site, May 2-3, of the 1981 Spring
Easterns hosted by the SUNY Purchase "Pits." Eighteen
men's teams and seven women's teams were in attendance and
found themselves in the midst of an ideal setting for a massive
round-robin-single-elimination tournament format.
SUNY Purchase is situated in the surburban-rural setting
of Westchester County on a site that used to be a farm and
provides acres of land for Ultimate fields. On Saturday, 12 of
the these fields were in constant use.
As usual, the tournament began with a captain's meeting
which usually proves to be a festive event. This writer was not
in attendance, but a round-robin format was agreed upon,
with two teams from each pool qualifying for a single
elimination format on Sunday.
The pooling was:
(Please turn to page 15)

Those women from Boston did it again! Boston Ladies
Ultimate (BLU) romped through a field of six teams at the
Eastern Championships held May 2-3 at Purchase, New
York. They were a faster ·and stronger team than at April
Fools, and will certainly be a top contender in next fall's
women's division of the Nationals.
Two of BLU's hottest players-Suzanne Fields and Louie
Mahoney- handed out a questionnaire at Saturday morning's
players meeting. While the captains determined the seeding,
the players answered questions like, "Would you like to see a
rule that would make it mandatory to have three women
playing on each Ultimate team at all times?" and "Would you
like to see a women's division at the National Ultimate
Championships this fall?"
(Anybody who would like a copy of the questionnaire
should contact Louie at 11 Fawn Circle, Trumbull, CT 06611
(Please turn to page 11)
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STANFORD MOTHER'S DA.Y. FESTIVAL:

ifhat High-Flying
Circus Flies Higher
Sixteen teams gathered to celebrate and play in the firstannual Stanford Mother's Day Festival on May 9-10. At last
toss, the Berkeley Flying Circus narrowly averted defeat
from the hands of the host team, the Stanford Synapse.
Berkeley was able to show its depth and fine offense in
winning the final match while for Stanford this was the first
taste of the "finals" in a tournament. This Festival may have
signalled the beginning of a Bay Area rivalry for West Coast
Ultimate supremacy. All in all, Bay Area talent was markedly improved and diversified as the steady San Jose and fast
up-and-coming Chabot 101st Airborne squads played well in
their r espective pools.
This is a new development since recently Southern California (read Condors) and Eugene Dark Star have been the
dominant hot spots.
It promised from the outset to be a special tournament:
sunny skies, plenty of grassy fields, and 16 of the best teams
California and Oregon had to offer. With the host Stanford
team, the Irvine Mudsharks, Eugene Dark Star, Berkeley
Flying Circus and-the perennial favorite- Santa Barbara
Condors all in strong contention, a seasoned bookie would
have had to have called it Condors over Berkeley, with Dark
Star and Irvine in the Semis. As in the California State
Championships, one question was whether the Condors could
rouse the fleet and young team to their potential against the
ever-increasing pressure from new rival teams.
The question was soon to be answered!
Saturday's format was round-robin: four pools of four
~~ms, three games each, the first team reaching 15 points to
~in; , two semi-finals to 17 on Sunday morning; final game
Sunday afternoon to 21.
~~ Pool A on Saturday, the Condors had little problem.
Sa,:nta Clara is a new team and was testing its wings
practicing for future flights. Santa Cruz KAOS is a team
capable of inspired play-they've shown us some tough
games. They play mostly a zone defense (presently unusual
on the West Coast), on occasion frustratingly tough to break.
Irt addition they boast one David Munoz, one of the best
individual athletes on our coast- leaping, diving, sparking
h~s U:!am. The Midland Muffs are a devoted team with some
sometimes personnel ties with the Synapse team. From what
I understand, they are a psyche team who can beat anyone on
a given day utilizing ritual and spirit.
In Pool B, the Circus emerged undefeated with nominal
testing by Chabot and Glendale. Chabot was looking for an
upset, but were more impressed by Berkeley's performance

than they have admitted in the past. They especially credit
on "Moondog Madness" with a sterling performance.
Chabot is a strong young comer of a team, improving
steadily. They depend on a few well-conditioned athletes and
have a bench of constantly practicing players. Brian Springer has as pretty an upside-down apple as I've seen and a
strong stable forehand and backhand. Pat Pohl and Ken
Foote really zap this squad with energy. The Glendale Dogs,
too, seem like a potentially tough team.
Pool C was a toughy. All four teams had a go at winning
the pool. Among them, the Arnold Rangers is a remarkable
team. They are able to practice maybe six months of the year,
hailing from the snowy Sierras, and field a team of 7 to 12
from a town of 1,500! This has got to be one of the highest
Ultimate player/population ratios in the world. Is it something in their water? Breeding? Brothers Rick and Rod
Babcock and Marty Schmidt highlight this fun and funloving team.
Eugene Dark Star was a big surprise in this pool. They were
favorites and fell down in losses to both San Jose and
Humboldt. The personalities were there for them, but the
psyche and will weren't. In Saturday's final game, Humboldt
and San Jose had a classic defensive battle with the zone
defense of the Medfly ekeing out a victory over an always
strong Humboldt team. The Medfly is a new handle for a
persistent group of individuals who, with t heir tal ent, pull
together a team as the occasion demands.
Pool D produced the Stanford Synapse who were emotionally, physically, intellectually and spiritually ready for this
tournament. The hadn't-been-fought battle for third place
among California teams (Condors #1, Circus #2) was to be a
non-battle as the Synapse sparked the gap repeatedly and (to
mix metaphors) beached the Mudsharks completely. Having
seen the usually tough Irvine squad play before, it can be
surmised that here the Stanford desire was more intense and
that future meetings between these teams will not be as onesided as this was.
Sunday's Semis
Berkeley versus San Jose. The Medfly was no match for
the Circus, however valiant and tenacious their effort.
Berkeley has gr eat depth and has played as a team for years.
Neither of these attri butes can be claimed by the Medfly
(named after the fruitfully destructive Mediterranean Fruit
fly now threatening California crops).
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Santa Barbara versus Stanford. In the last two years, the
only teams to defeat Stanford have been Berkeley and Santa
Barbara (both consistently). This day Stanford forged to an
early lead and suffered none of the dreaded "Stanford
Meltdown" whi ch has plagued us in the past. Stanford
applied pressure defense and consistent offense (Stanford
93.9% offensive completion, Condors 85.6%). The Condors
have usually been able to mix up their consistent disc
handling with well-time bombing, but good pressure and
Noel (The Cowboy) Kaufman banging away at several attempted bombs helped change t his pattern. Stanford was
only partially successful in shutting down Tom Kennedy's
awesome backhand bombing as he gained many yards and
goals for the birds. Mike McCormack proved to be an
offensive sparkplug for Stanford in t his game- running,
running, running. All in all , the gods were smiling on the
Stanford side in this memorable game: 17- 11.
Finals
Berkeley versus Stanford. These teams have met each
other many times before, with the clowns always victorious.
This game was very different but not an exception-it was
very close. Stanford opened up to a commanding 8- 3 lead
before faltering to wind up the first half at 11- 9, Stanford
leading. Berkeley came right back and went ahead at 17- 16.
Point-for-point ensued to 20- 20. The next point wins the
game, Berkeley to receive the pull. They work it downfield
to the end zone. The pass in is batted down by Brad Palfrey.

Stanford works it all the way only to overthrow the Palf in
the end zone. Berkeley works it down again-the throw from
Dan Weiss goes to Mike McQuillan in the end zone for the
catch ... but ... was he in? ... Did he bobble it out? ... Yes . ..
No . . . Compromise! Berkeley retains possession, the disc going back to l)an. Dan passes to Tony Zweig, square back to
Dan-into Peter Martin for the game: Berkeley 21, Stanford
20.
Stanford has recently jelled its experience with the eastern
coaching of Brad Kell (Webb Institute '80) and Sandy Koonce
(Dartmouth '80). Together with our captain Tony Sheeran,
we have turned the "furi and easy" club into the now "fun,
easy, tough and psyched-up" team. Tony is an inspirational
player-consistent, fast, in great shape . .. all in all, one you'd
like to have seven of.
Berkeley has such a deep team that it's hard to distinguish
individual exceptional players. Dan Weiss, Jersey Joe, and
Peter Martin had super consistent games. Joe made one
catch on a pass intended for another player: he dived like a
seal to make a splendid last-second off-the-ground catch for a
save.
This final game was a good one for both teams, with lots of
give and take, and a good taste left in our mouths: sweat,
love, energy circle, and brews in conclusion. We've all come a
long way, and have so much more potential. I hope to see my
son out on the fields one day, playing the kind of UltimateEast or West Coast- we only dream of.
- Mark "The Spa rk" Roberts
Sta nfor d Syna pse

REGIONAL & SECTIONAL COORDINATORS:

Need some help? Give a call!
Northeast

Mid-Atlantic

South

Central

West

REG IONAL COORDINATORS
Paul Brenner
U ParkApts B110
Uptown Rd.
Ithaca NY
607/257- 1801

Dan Doyle
63PiumSt.
New Brunswick NJ 08903
201 / 846-0360

Ward Silver
1157 Briarcl iff Ad
Atlanta GA 30306
404/ 87 4-8505

Andy Klein
3630 Breckinridge Ct #12
Madison WI 53713
608/ 27 4-4695

Tom Kennedy
P.O. Box 4844
Santa Barbara CA 93103
805/ 964-0458

SECTIONAL COORDINATORS
Kent Greenwald
351 Harvard St. 2C
Cambridge MA 02318
617/ 491-1524

Mike Cushman
154 Pascack Rd.
Park Ridge NJ 07656
201 /391-7617

Tony Pelicane
1901 SW 67th Ave #202
Miami FL 33155
305/ 264-7524

Stephen Smith
1415 S. Pickwick
Springfield MO 65804
417/ 862-4151

John Maloney
1815 Madison
Eugene OR 97402
503/ 344-7248

Pete Holschuh
623 Dickinson/ UMass
Amherst MA 01003
413/ 546-6688

Andy Borinstein
4300 Spruce St.
Phila. PA 19104
21 5/386-1 030

Steve Spier
3513 Wilsh ire Ave.
Wilm ington NC 28403
919/ 392-0641

Chris Zabel
2020 Second Ave. No.
MenomonieWI54251
715/ 235-8609

Rich Lee
512 Central Ave.
Seal Beach CA 90740
213/ 594-0323

Derek Lent
35 Grant Ave.
Wh ite Plains NY 10604
914/328-791 2

Eric Simon
6237 N. 21st St.
Arli ngton VA 22205
703/ 534-5456

Fred Baes
104 Pen broke Rd .
Oak Ridge TN 37830
61 5/483-5118

Roger Giles
Route 1, 9ox 145
Hallsville MO 65255
31 4/ 682-3010

Grant Evans
188) 16th Ave.
Santa Cruz CA 95062
408/ 476-7968

Andy Koerner
206 Stewart Ave.
Ithaca NY 14850
607/ 272-3053

Tom MacN iven
P.O. Box 3293
Dallas TX 75275
214/ 696-0832

T racy Jordan
5222 E. Windsor #6
Phoenix AZ 85008
602/952- 1077
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ULTIMATE DISCS:

A little bit .of history
If you haven't been playing long, you probably figure this to be
a really short article. You play Ultimate with a 165g. Well,
actually, that disc is fairly recent history. Only the latest
(seventh) edition of the rules lists the lid as "the official disc to
be used in tournament play." The sixth version offered the
Wham-0 Master model.
In both editions, however, the choice of disc for play is listed
under adaptations as open to the agreement of the team
captains. This latitutde of choice is unique to disc games. The
"official disc" designation is. of course, necessary to resolve
inevitable disagreements and has changed over the years to
reflect the popular choice. The preference for the Master dates
back through the five previous generations of the rules and
first appears in the 1970 issue which noted that "the only
equipment needed is one Frisbee of any size, although the
Wham-0 tournament model is recommended." Of course, if
you are a real student of flying disc history, you will recognize
that some of the prehistory of Ultimate, prior to the initial
writing of the rules, preceeded Wham-O's introduction of the
Master model in March 1968. It is reported (by a source nor

And there was absolutely nothing else being marketed that
came close to the Master's quality and size.
The first major change to the Master molds was the removal
of the raised lettering which was replaced by the hot-stamped
"Master Frisbee" as the words "Tournament Model" were
dropped. Early issues of this retooled mold were not bad and
served as the official tournament disc in Yale (1975) at the first
intercollegiate championships. This was the first special-label
disc specifically for Ultimate.
By late 1975, however, the heavily used mold had begun to
produce an underweight and thin-shouldered product which
flew poorly. Then early in 1976, Wham-0 radically retooled
the Master reducing its ridges from 28 to 20, and insetting
them-thus producing a much sleeker and firmer shoulder
which was instantly popular. The disc, which was promptly
dubbed the G-Series Master because of its similarity to the
new World Class line, made its official debut as the official
disc of the '76 Nationals at Amherst.
In 1977, the first serious debate on the question of disc
selection came with Wham-O's introduction of the new 165g

The future is now
As anyone who has attended a frisbee
tournament has seen, what happens can
be as much a festival as an athletic event.
It is this quality which makes them
different from more traditional athletic
events. This spirit is a direct reflection of
player attitude both on and off the field.
If disc sports are to continue to grow, the
players must establish themselves as
spokesmen for the game and act accordingly.
All sports have followed the same
basic course throughout their history. In
the beginning they were played by a
handful of friends solely for enjoyment.
As more people became involved and
popularity increased, so increased the
need for regulation. Disc sports are at a
point in their evolution where they can
either conform to the traditional course
or attempt to forge their own distinct
identity in the midst of an already welldefined sporti ng world. To do this will
take an effort on the part of all disc
athletes. Players need to increase their
perspective to encompass the spectators,
the direction and evolution of the sport,
as well as their own goals and desires.

An Ultimate
Opportunit y
LEFT: An original double-label, raised-letter Master.
CENTER: The raised ~dges of the Master (left) are illustrated next to the smoothly sloped ridge of an 80 mold 165g disc.
RIGHT: 1977 was the fmal year for the Master. Penn State won the Easterns with the disc on right while the Condors used
the new 165g to win the Westerns.
'
more or less reliable than Irv Kalb) that the very earliest play
at Columbia High School featured the Pro model (probably
white single band 1 or 4 molds).
So we have the basic progression from Pro to Master to 165g.
Of course, there were significant changes within these model
preferences, with the most interesting being the various
Masters.
The first generation that was used was the double label,
raised-letter model. The underside silver label carried the
owner registration number. Later issues of the Master only
carried the topside label, which was changed to incorporate
the registration number.
These early Masters were really quite good, with firm
shoulder and st.able flight. Like all of the Wham-0 discs of the
period, they had raised ridges which projected above the
surface of the shoulder, rather than the much lower inset
ridges used on modern Wham-0 products. The high ridges
gave a very noticeable hiss in flight (useful on defense) and an
excellent grip. The much greater air resistance resulted in
shorter flights, but all in all, the disc felt good and served well.

Model. Although accorded an initially lukewarm welcome by
competitive players (it was obviously too big for freestyle) ,
West Coast Ultimate players, less steeped in the heavily
ridged tradition of the game, took on the 165g as a possible
compromise between their favored 141g (an earlier compromise of the Super Pro) and the Master.
The transition year, 1977 saw a huge debate at the Eastern
Captains Meeting ("Wham-O's trying to shove their loser
product on us." "What do the Wester guys know?" etc.) The
Eastern Championship used a !able on a G-Series Master and
the Westerns used the same art on a 165g. By the 1977
Nationals at WFC, most of the top teams agreed upon the
165g; the Penn State-Santa Barbara match was played with
an 80-mold.
Since that time, the C and E retoolings of the 165g have
succeeded the original 80 with the current offering consisting
of 80E, 81E and 82E. The new discs feel and fly great, but the
next time you come across a raised-letter Master at a swap
meet, pick it up and play a few goals at your next practice.
There was something about that fist full of ridges.
- Dan "Stork" Roddick

After the 1981 Eastern Ultimate Championships, the State University of New
York at Purchase is definitely on the
map. This year the Easterns were taken
by an undefeated Glassboro State team
that went 6-0 to win the tournament.
Michigan State University played Glassbora in the final , losing by only one point
to the 'Boro! The game was very
exci ting, once again pitting the zonedefense strategy against the man-toman.
This is not the first exciting Ultimate
played at SUNY Purchase and, hopefully, it won't be the last. For the past two
years, SUNY has been building a
budding Ultimate team with the help of
Derek A. Lent. Derek is an alumni of the
1978 Cornell East Coast Championship
team, a former member of the Dukes of
Disc (that say "mute"), and a current
player for the New York Heifers. For
the past two Ultim ate seasons, Derek
has worked wit h t he Purchase team at
build ing up a group of solid, competitive
players. For Fall 1979 through Spring
1980, Derek donated his time to create
the SUNY Pu rchase Pits Ultimate
team, and in Fall 1980 th rough Spring

This statement, in many ways, is one for
self-regulation.
Players must take responsibility for
their actions. At this point, disc athletes
enjoy a degree of freedom unknown to
athletes involved in other sports. This
freedom could quickly become a thing of
the past if disc athletes do not exercise
self control.
For instance, the game Ultimate can
only grow with spectator acceptance.
Spectators lose touch with the game
when it is interrupted by lapses in play
due to disputes. Players need to resolve
calls quickly to keep the game moving. If
players are unable to do this, it becomes
necessary to bring in some outside agency to control them. When referees are
needed on the Ultimate field, the game
will take the first step down the road of
conventional sports.
It is in the best interest of player and
spectator alike for the game to continue
with the shortest possible interruption.
In this way, players make a positive
statement about themselves and their
sport.
The players of di sc sports come from

many different backgrounds. Some
come from traditional athletics, while
others have never been involved in
competitive sports. All become involved
in disc sports because it offers some
alternative to more conventional forms
of athletics. It is up to this generation of
disc athletes to keep this alternative
available to the next. Players must take
responsibility for the development and
promotion of their sport.
The best way to begin is to cooperate
with each other and recognize that we
are all part of a definite minority, but
one which is growing every day. We are
members of a new era-the era of disc.
This includes the player in the park on
Sunday afternoon, the competitive disc
athlete, and all those who simply enjoy
the sight of a disc in flight on a sunny
day. Disc sports are the sports of the
future, so grab a disc and fly into the
'80s.
-Tom Livernois

1981, he was hired as the official varsity
Ultimate coach for SUNY Purchase. To
the best of my knowledge, this was the
first intercollegiate varsity Ultimate
coaching position in our history.
In the course of two years, the Pits
have held three sectional tournaments,
one "Summerfling" tourney, and-this
year- the 1981 Eastern Ultimate Championships. The SUNY Purchase team
has advanced from 28th in their section
during the first event held on the SUNY
campus (Fall '79) to lOth in the New
York Metropolitan area this past spring.
During the most recent play-off series,
they were "the talk of the tournament,"
having easily defeated a more experienced Gators team at the Yale University
tournament a few weeks before, and
losing in the sectional to Bronx Science
by only two points in overtime.
SUNY has definitely come a long way.
This fall they are looking forward to an
even better season, hopefully clearing
some more boundaries and bringing
t hemselves up to the top five in the Metro
section. After thi s season the players
received varsity letters from the U niversity, with special awards goi ng to
captains Bill Stites and Henry Borkoski,
and Most Valuable Player Luke Carparelli.

Next year may not come about for
SUNY Purchase as a varsity team if
they don't find a new coach. Derek Lent
resigned as of June 1 to continue play
with the Heifers, and get a Landscape
Architecture license. As of yet, no one
has contacted the SUNY Athletic Department to fill that vacant position.
Here is the golden opportunity.
SUNY is located 15 minutes from the
Tappan Zee bridge to New Jersey, five
minutes from Greenwich, Conn., and 30
minutes from downtown Manhattan.
Ultimate is one of two field sports at
SUNY, competing for space only with
soccer. They have a large indoor facility
for winter play and space for 12
Ultimate fields for any given tournament. In the neighboring city of White
Plains, there is a pole hole course at the
Kensico Damn, built by Abraham and
Straus in 1980.
If you are impressed by this great
opportunity to continue thi s team's
growth , and know your game well
enough to coach it, please c;ontact Dr.
Donald Campbell , Director ot' Athletics,
SUNY Purchase, Purchase, New York
10577 (or call 914/ 253-5026).
Please do it soon so they are not forced
to drop t he best Ultimate program we
have to date!

UltimaU Time1: reprinted by pennitlfion
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WESTERN:

Dark Star
Celebration
Played in hot sunny weather, on soft
grass fields, this year's Ultimate Solstice Celebration was a highlight of the
Northwest's year-round season. Hosted
by the Dark Star at Lane Community
College in Eugene, Oregon, the field was
the largest ever assembled in the region
and included several teams from California.
The two-time world champion Santa
Barbara Condors flew north from their
sunny, southern nests, as did the powerful Flying Circus, Humboldt Buds and
San Diego Flo. Teams from Idaho,
Washington and Oregon rounded out the
field.
The Dark Star, a very unconventional
bunch, proposed an unconventional tourney format. The top four teams were
seeded, then the pools were filled with
the goal of maximizing intersectional
matchups. After Saturday's games, the
top four teams would advance to a
championship bracket and the next four
teams would play in a consolation bracket. On paper it looked like another cakewalk for the California powerhouses,
but this was not to be. The Northwest
teams rallied strongly on their lush
northern turf and produced some valiant efforts.
Saturday's play saw the Corvallis
Glistening Trail (alias the Slugs, formerly the Clouds) make the going real
sticky for the Condors. The Condors
finally put the salt to the Slugs down the
stretch to win, 15-12.
Life was not easy for the Flying Circus
as the Funhogs from Portland made a
strong showing before losing a hardfought game. Wreckless Abandon, a
Dark Star offshoot, played just that way,
only to be tamed by the winds and the
Circus in another surprising game. The
Win/Piay-Pts Allowed
Team
Eugene Dark Star
3/3
11
3/3
15
Berkeley Flying Circus
Santa Barbara Condors
3/3
21
Humboldt Buds
3/3
32
Portland Fun Hogs
3/3
46
2/3
32
Eugene Wreckless Abandon
San Diego Flo
1/3
44
1/3
46
Salem Rising Sun
1/3
55
Seattle Olympic Windjammers
Corvallis Slugs
0/3
54
0/3
54
Seattle Toadfarmers
Nampa Disc Jammers
0/3
54
0/3
54
Bend Lava Tube

PHOTO & LOGO CONTEST

The Winners
Condor Lynn Estes-playing for a Southern All Star team-smashes down a
disc headed for Molly Maloney in the Solstice Women's Finals.
Humboldt Buds and host Dark Star
overpowered their opposition to advance
to the championship semi-finals. The
Dark Star displayed a powerful offense
and little mercy, allowing only 11 goals
in three games.
The Sunday championship bracket

looked like a possible Circus-Condor
final once again, but the Dark Star had
other plans. A team possessed, they hurt
the Condors with a typical Condor-like
strategy-speed, power and sticky defense. In command from the start, they
blew to a 17-10 lead.
The Condors then put on a show of
their own, leaping and diving for four
straight scores. It took an incredible
catch by Space of the Dark Star on a
floater in a crowd to insure the win:
Dark Star 18, Condors 14.
In the other game, the Flying Circus
had nothing but trouble with the Buds.
Inspired play and tenacious defense

forged a lead for the Buds before the
Circus regrouped and utilized their
depth, winning 18-14.
In the consolation finals, the Portland
Funhogs and Wreckless Abandon
squared off in what proved to be the
longest and most exciting game of the
day. Down by three at game point, the
Funhogs would not die. They squeaked,
oinked and snorted their way to a 14-14
tie and overtime. Although they had
several chances, Wreckless Abandon
could not put the game away. With the
score tied 17-17, both teams blew
chances for the game-winning 18th
point. Finally the Abandon got too
Wreckless and the Hogs wallowed in
victory.
The championship finals pitted the
Circus against the Star-a classic
matchup. The Circus, unsure of their
odds, produced new game shirts from
their ever-resourceful bag of tricks. The
Dark Star seemed hypnotized by the
black-and-white checkered shirts and
the Circus led 9-1 at the half. They never
looked back as they left the stunned
Dark Star at the starting gate, 18-6.
Was it the hypnotic shirts or the magic
Schmunda? Nobody knows for sure.
The games were only part of the
celebration as the Dark Star went to
imaginative lengths to promote the
Ultimate atmosphere of fun and comraderie on and off the field. A small
secluded farm tucked away in a tiny
wooded valley provided camping and
party space for everyone. Many hot tubs,
lots of beer, music, parties, bonfires,
barbecues, hacky sack, disc-play and
good times filled the weeks of effort
before, during and after the tourney. It
was truly an Ultim ate Celebration!
-John Maloney

The sport of Ultimate does not lend easily to
photographers brave enough to attempt to capture its
unique flavor. The Ultimate Players Association is
grateful to those photographers who took the time to
submit entries to our Photo Contest.
We assembled a panel of }udges comprised of four each
of professional photographers, graphic artists and
experienced Ultimate players who are also amateur
photographers.
Though extremely difficult choices faced the panel,
winners were selected from an initial group of 46
photographs, and are displayed on the following
pages. Anyone wishing prints of these photos-or
others appearing in the newsletter-may contact the
photographers through the UPA.
Our new logo is displayed on the cover. Our thanks
and congratulations to Neal Dambra, whose design
was selected from 13 submitted entries.
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SECOND PLACE: Karl Cook
Cliff MarlweJfer successfully wrestling a pass from Michigan
State's Ted Roach at '80 Nationals.
THIRD PLACE: Stuart S. Beringer

•l I
'II

t

'
FIRST PLACE:
Chris Perry
San Diego Flow versus Orange Sky Flyers.

Full extension from Columbia squad member.
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MID-ATLANTIC:

Cows Jump
Over the
Moon
to Mars

HONORABLE MENTIONS:
Stuart S. Beringer
(Top) Boston's Joe Johnson alluding Wesleyan
defender.
(Center) Condor's Cliff Marhoeffer being
cleanly blocked by Boston's Toby Lou.
(Bottom) Heifer's Jon Cohn showing fine form
on a forehand throw against Boston's
"Chipper. "

Mars, Pennsylvania, a small town located 20 miles northwest of Pittsburgh,
hosted the fourth annual Martian Ultimate Classic July 3-5. Eleven teams
from the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic
Regions participated in the event. They
included the Rude Boys (a new-wave
conglomeration from Brixton-make
that Boston), Hershey Nuclear Ultimate, Mars Ultimate, The Newtown
Flyers (Morgantown), West Virginia,
Flood City Ultimate, The Tourists
(Connecticut), The Gibbons (Columbia
University's summer team), Cornell
Buds (defending Martian champions),
The Hills of Troy Hobbits (a summer
club from North Central New Jersey),
and the New York Heifers, winners of
the 1979 event.
Each team played five preliminary
games, with 25 minute running and five
stop halves. After the prelims, the top
six teams went on to Sunday's playoff.
After two days of playing, the teams
were ranked.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

....

...
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Heifers
Hobbits
Gibbons
Cornell
Tourists
Ru de Boys

5-0
4-1
4-1

3-2
3-2
3-2

Teams 1 and 2 received byes Sunday
morning and waited for the results of the
matchups between teams 3-6 and 4-5.
There were no upsets in those games.
After a close first half, Cornell capitalized on the Tourists' mistakes and won
by three goals. In the other quarter final,
The Rude Boys beat The Gibbons going
away, 18- 10. The semifinals were quite
a bit more interesting.
The Hobbits, last year's runner up,
defeated a tired, undermanned Rude
Boys squad by three. The Rudes played
tough throughout the tourney but were
hindered by the fact that they only had
ten men. One of their players, Paul
Brenner, seriously injured an ankle in
the preliminary round and was not

capabl e of being a factor in their playoff
drive.
In the other semi, Cornell and the
Heifers faced each other in a tenacious
struggle of man-to-man nefenses. Cornell wanted desperately to repeat as
champs, but the Heifers wanted itju,st a
little bit more, coming back from two
goals down twice to take a 5-4 lead into
half-time. Cornell took the lead back
with two quick goals to start off the
second half, the Cows stormed back and
ultimately pulled away, winning 15- 11.
It was to be Heifers against Hobbits in
the final.
The game promised to be a good one,
w.ith both teams having a score to settle.
For the Heifers, it was last year's astonishing semifinal loss to those Hobbits,
which kept them from repeating as
champs. For the Hobbits it was their
humiliating 20-8 preliminary round
loss to the Heifers. As the game got
under way, it seemed the Hobbits would
be savoring sweet revenge. Led by such
Glassboro standouts as Frankie Bono,
Timba D'Urso and Brian Taub, they
used their 2- 3- 2 zone defense to force
New York into making numerous throwing errors. The Hobbits capitalized on
these mistakes and built up a 7-3 lead.
It was not until the last seven minutes
of the first half that the Heifers got their
game on track. Their swarming man-toman defense, led by "Zen God" Pat King,
Ken Dobyns and Maurice "Horizontal"
Matiz, changed the tempo of the contest
by forcing the Hobbits into committing
turnovers which were converted into
easy goals. The Heifers also showed a
diversified offense, playing both a
controll ed game, picking apart the zone,
and their patented run-and-gun offense
while scoring the last five goals in th11
half for an 8-7 lead.
The second half opened with a Hobbits
score, but the rest was all Heifers as they
responded with seven straight goals en
route to an 18-11 victory and their
second Martian championship in three
years. They were the only team in the
tourney that went undefeated . through
all three days of competition and will
undoubtedly be a major contender for
the Northeast Regional Championship
this fall.
Many thanks should be extended to
Dan and Molly Black, as well as Kevin
Scott, for hosting a great tournament .
Anyone interested in participating in a
well-run and competitive tournament
over the July 4th weekend should give
serious consideration to the 5th Annual
Mars Ultimate Classic. The parade can't
be beat.
- Andy Borinstein

WESTERN:

Portland
Tourney
The Portland Tournament was playe<
under sunny skies and great conditiom
Seven teams played in a round-robii
schedule that ended, amazing enough
with no two teams tied for any singlf
place. In a finals game that was truly:
spectator's delight, the Berkeley Flying
Circus beat the Eugene Dark Star, 18-16
The eliminations went like this:
Round 1
Hogs
Seattle

Circus
Slugs

15
10

Star
Sun

-15
3

Slugs
Bees

15

Star
Seattle

15
10

15
3

Slugs
Seattle

15
10

Circus
Bees

15
3

15

Hogs
Bees

15
2

Star
Circus

15
13

Circus
Seatt le

15
13

Su n
Bees

15

15
10

Star
Slugs

15
3

Seattle
Bees

15
3

15

Star
Bees

15
3

Seattle
Sun

15
12

15
6

Round 2
Hogs
Sun

15
8

Round 3
Star
Hogs

Round 4
Slugs
Sun

7

Rou nd 5
Hogs
Slugs

15
7

4

Ro und 6
Circus
Sun

Round 7
Circus
Hogs

7

Upcoming tourneys are scheduled as
follows: Aug. 1-2, Bend; Salem, Aug.
22-23; Corvallis, Sept.12-13; Humboldt,
Oct. 10-11; Sectionals, Oct. 24-25.
- Dennis Clem e nts
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CENTRAL:

Carlton
defeats
Stout
The weather was favorable for the
opening of the University of WisconsinStout's Ultimate Invitational Tournament. Six teams from Wisconsin and
Minnesota competed in the tourney held
April 18- 19.
First-day games were held in roundrobin fashion. Pool A consisted of University of Wisconsin/ Madison, St. Cloud
(Minn.) State University, and University of Minnesota. Pool B consisted of
Stout, Carlton College (Minn.) and
University of Minnesota/ Duluth. First
day results were:

POOL A
Madison . .......... 13
U of M .............. 8
U of M .... ..... . .... 8

St. Cloud .......... 16
St. Cloud . ...... . .. 26
Madison ........ . .. 25

POOL B
Stout ...... . ........ 8
Carlton ............ 16
Stout . . ....... . .... 19

Carlton ............ 18
UMD ............... 7
UMD .......... . ... 10

Only four teams were able to stay for
the second day of competition. Carlton
downed Univ. of Minn. 21- 12 in semifinal play, while St. Cloud narrowly defeated Stout 18-15 in overtime.
Carlton defeated St. Cloud 16-12 in a
close championship game. Stout crushed Univ. of Minn. 23-4 for third place.
Team captains voted on most valuable
player for the tournament. St. Cloud's
Mark Erickson was the unanimous
choice.
-C huck Quigg

SHORT PULLS:

From
Coast
to
Coast
Flying Circus Wins Three in a Row
The Berkeley Flying Circus continued
their winning streak by capturing the

1981 Great Northwest Ultimate ClasRic. Host team Dark Star came in second
place, losing to Berkeley in the final
game after beating the Santa Barbara
Condors in the Semis.
Berkeley also won the Humboldt 1981
Northcoast Invitational Ultimate
Frisbee Tournament where they defeated Dark Star again in the Finals.
Host team Humboldt Buds gave Dark
Star a tough game in the Semis, while
the Circus had no problems with the
pickup team, Buff N arkey and the Disc
Whalers. Buff was not available for
comment after the game-everyone is
wondering when he and the Whalers
will return.
Berkeley started their winning streak
at the Stanford Invitation, May 8-9.
Stanford and Berkeley squared off in
the Finals, extending the Bay Area
rivalry between the two schools to the
sport of Ultimate.

Sierra Sunsation
The Second Annual Sierra Sunsation
Ultimate Frisbee Tournament resulted in another outstanding day for
Ultimate. Prevelant was the good play
and friendl y sportsmanship that is
traditional in this tournament. Rod and
Casey Babcock, along with the rest of the
Arnold's Rangers (Calif.), put this
festival together and did another outstanding job. The teams dwindled from
six to four as Santa Cruz and Stockton
couldn't field teams. UC/ Davis, Chabot
College, Marine Fog and Arnolds played
a round-robin with Chabot taking first
place. The Chabot squad was 33 strong,
including eight of the female gender to
participate in this coed tournament.
The Hotest Ultimate Tourney in the
West
TEMPE, ARIZONA-The Ulti-Heat Classic was held on the Solstice weekend in
an appropriate spot-with both the
composition and competition of the
tourney being hot, it was only fitting
that the host team was named the Solar
Synergy Phasers. The tournament came
down to the Dallas Sky Pilots facing off
against the Irvine (Calif.) MudSharks.
Irvine found themselves ahead 14-10 in
the Finals, with 15 points winning the
game. Things got hotter as the Sky
Pilots scored the next five goals in a row,
to win the game 15-14.
Martha's Vineyard
11-12-Six teams gathered out at
sea on Martha's Vineyard for some fun
on the island 30 miles off Cape Cod. Not
everyone played everyone else, nor was
there an elimination process to determine a winning team. Pickup play
prevailed Sunday morning as the players got more familiar and fun was had
by all.

JULY

M ISSING PERSONS:
address with us or the post office. If
anyone knows the whereabouts of these
people, please ask them to cnntact us
with their new address.

Following is a list of individual members who's newsletters have returned to
us in the mail. In most cases, these
people moved and left no forwarding

Chuck Aujes, Christopher Baker, John
Bowers, Kai Bone, John Catino, Mark
Claycomb, Wil son Clayton, Larry Davis,
Jay Doherty, Larry Francis, Brian Lee
Humphrey, Ginie Johnson , Leonard
Johnson , Mark Kidd, Andrew Keller,
Jay LeBenje, Paul Moody , William Ne wman , John Piccaro, Steven Prime,
Reach, John Rose man , and Web Sane.
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Men's Easterns, coni' d.
Team

Seed

Team

Seed

Team

POOL A
Glassboro
Univ. Virginia

10

Boston Aerodisc
Ohio Univ.

5
14

Cornell
Middlebury

NY Heifers
U. Mass.

6
15

Jersey Jam
Columbia
Harvard

POOL C
Mich. State
Bucknell
U. Penn

Seed

Team

Seed

POOL B
2
11

Seven Sages
7
Philadelphia Frisbee 16

POOL D
3
12
18

In Pool A, much went as expected,
with the final game of the day being a
rematch of last year's national championship finals. The rain and cold
weather that prevailed aided the 'Boro
zone as they won by several points.
Pool B was the site of the major upset
of the day as Middlebury took advantage
of the new Cornell zone defense to
establish a three-goal lead at halftime.
Cornell decided to get serious in the
second half, but, much to their dismay,
Middlebury also upset the seventh
seeded Seven Sages (say that seven
times swiftly!) to win the pool.
In Pool C, nobody complained about
not having enough playing time. Pool C,
as well as Pool D, had five teams with
each playing four games on Saturday.
The games were shortened to compensate for the extra game. Things went
pretty much as expected, until the final
game of the day, when the New York
Heifers and Michigan State got together
for the first time. Both teams had big
squads and were · pretty well rested
despite playing three games already.
The game started with Michigan scoring first. At no point was either team
ahead by more than two goals.
The Heifers switched to a zone defense
midway through the first half, and it
broke the rhythm of the Michigan
attack. The Heifers went back to manto-man in the second half and kept the
offense rolling to win by one and hoof
their way to first place in Pool C.
Pool D was the pool of zones. At the
end of the day, three teams were tied for
first place with 3- 1 records and it was
more than just coincidence. The Jersey
Jam had been seeded first in Pool D and
lost to their sectional friends Princeton,
who had to play their Ivy League friends
Columbia for the last game of the day.
Now Columbia had lost to the Jam
earlier and was faced with elimination
unless they beat Princeton. Princeton
would win the pool with a victory over

Columbia, which is what they intended
to do until near the end of the game.
Columbia held a narrow lead over
Princeton with a little over one minute
remaining in the game. At this point the
Princeton team realized that if they lost
with the score as is, they would not only
win the pool, but the Jersey Jam would
be eliminated based on points against
differential. Well, the Princeton team
took control of the situation with a stall
that did not receive much pressure from
the Columbia zone and the Jam went
home, no love lost in Jersey.
After the first day of competition, the
teams were reseeded.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Glassboro
Heifers
Princeton
Middlebury
Cornell
Michigan
Boston
Columbia

MA

NE
MA

NE
NE

c

NE
NE

MATCH-UPS
Glassboro .................... Columbia
Heifers .......................... Boston
Princeton . ............. . ...... Michigan
Middlebury .............. .... .... Cornell

The Glassboro Ultimate machine was
feeling the hot desire as they "juiced and
fired" against Columbia to start the day
off. Columbia played well staying within
two points of the 'Boro at half only to lose
by six. Congratulations are due to Columbia who made it to the top eight in the
East after being second in the section
two weeks earlier.
Michigan had no problem against a
Princeton zone. Princeton, like their Ivy
League counterparts, Columbia, also
deserve recognition. They made it to the
top eight in the east after a fourth-place
finish in their sectionals.
The other two games had four North-

4

9

WPI
Princeton

8
13

17

east powers engaged in battle to advance
to the semi-finals. Middlebury was prov·
ing that they were for real as the regulation game ended in a tie and continued
into double overtime with Middlebury
eliminating the highly touted Buds from
Ithaca.
Unfortunately, I didn't see any of the
game, being occupied with playing one
of my own, but Middlebury was a team
that stepped into rhythm on just the
right weekend. I saw the game the day
before and the Pranksters weren't
fooling around.
Sometimes, when one plays Ultimate,
s/he finds a good running tempo where
one can run and rest and play all day as
hard as one has to. Middlebury had it; so
did Cornell-butnotenough to overcome
three goals. I can only assume the game
on Sunday was similar to the second half
of Saturday-a close game with steady
man-to-man defense.
Meantime, on the cattle ranch, Boston
was having no trouble with the Heifer
zone, as they established a five-goal lead
and maintained that margin through
the first half. The Heifers narrowed the
margin to three. However, that was the
best they could do.
There was a half-hour pause as
everyone was enjoying the sunny spring
day. The losers were licking their
wounds, and players from different
teams congregated in circles to pass
around their own anecdotes and anything else they could think of. On the
lower fields, Bucknell-Univ. Mass. and
other random players started pick-up
games of Ultimate. The vendors were
getting in prime positions, spectators
multiplying on the hillside next to the
fields. Boston, Michigan, Middlebury
and Glassboro all began to warm up on
their respective fields.
Boston vs. Michigan was a rematch
from the round-robin play in last fall's
Nationals, where Aerodisc defeated the
wandering Ultimate players by two.
(Please turn to page 16)
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SOUTH:

Some of
that good
Southern
action
In summer action, our University of
Fiorida team travelled to Atlanta June
27-28, meeting with the Atlanta club,
The Georgia Tech Airliners, and the
East Tenn. Ultimate Machine. Scores
were:
UF/ETUM
Atlanta/UF
UF/Georgia Tech
UF/Atl anta

11-3
11-2

9-3
11 - 8

The tourney was highlighted by the
Atlanta/UF confrontations as the two
teams met for the first time since last
year's Southern Regional, where UF
came out on top of the Doctors in a
semifinal game. This time the story was
a little different, as Atlanta jumped out
to an early lead through a tough zone at
an unexpecting UF team, and went on to
romp 11-2.
On Sunday, the UF team had the zone
fully analyzed and were able to break
through it enough times to come out on
top 11-8. The loss for UF was the first
and only this season in 22 matches.
In late spring NFUL action, UF maintained a three game lead over its closest
rival, USF. At a tourney held in Orlando,
UF blasted its archrival FSU 18-5 and
bested USF 18-10 in a game that was
9-8 in favor of UF at the half.
In other games, Ultimate Frisbee of
Orlando defeated Lunar Space Disc of
Melbourne 18-6 and lost to USF 18-12.
Finally, LSD edged FSU 18-16.
At the last NFUL tourney, held in
Tallahassee (the first ever in that city),
the league-leading Gators smoked LSD
18-6. and Orlando 18-9. Meanwhile Orlando slid by FSU 18-16 while USF
bested FSU 18-13 and LSD 18- 14.
Standings after 14 games with eight
remaining for each team are as follows:
Team
UF
USF
UFO
LSD
FSU

Win/Loss
14/0
11/3
7/7
5/9
1/13

In a rematch of last year's Regional Champs, Adam Gruen of Michigan State
steps around Boston's Charlie Miller for a sidearm toss.
Nationals, and the last Easterns. They
Men's Easterns
have done it with the same basic
offensive theory and zone defense,
though many of the faces have changed.
One common denominator has been
This game started out even, but MichiTimba D'Urso who has orchestrated the
gan's young enthusiastic psyche prevailGlassboro ensemble over their successed. Michigan's defensive pressure causful era and keeps filling the opening
ed Boston turnovers, and their offense
slots with new faces.
was aided by some great diving grab~
Glassboro remained in control early in
and long !;>Om bs.
the second half trading goals with
Early in the game Michigan establishMichigan State. State began to move the
ed a six-goal lead. They managed to
disc around the field better and found
maintain that throughout the duration,
themselves narrowing the gap against
displaying plenty of leg power.
Glassboro. The Glassboro zone looks like
On the far field, 'Boro was playing an
this from a top view:
inspired Middlebury team that didn't
care who the World Champs were.
Middlebury had played against several
X
ox
X
zone defenses in the past three weekends,
X
and the Pranksters had the offensive
X
X
theory and execution down. However,
X
Glassboro was equally adept at penetrating the Middlebury man-to-man.
The game was a seesaw battle. Both
GLASSBORO'S ZONE DEFENSE. x=
teams were up by two at different points
DEFENSIVE PLAYER; O=POSITION
in the first half. In the second half,
OF DISC ON THE FIELD.
Glassboro got the lead and Middlebury
kept tying the game. It was at this point
Michigan decided to try to move the
that the 'Bora threw deep and did so
disc more laterally against the 'Boro in
effectively. Near the end of the game,
the second half instead of just going over
almost as if on cue, the 'Boro scored
or through it. The lateral movement
upwind to go ahead by one, then scored
started to open things up and Michigan
again to lead by two. That's how it ended,
outscored the 'Boro 9- 4 in the second
12-10.
half. Unfortunately for Michigan, they
The finals pitted last year's National
were one point short and Glassboro
Champs against a Michigan squad that
captured their second straight Easterns
finished third in theN ationals and were
determined to improve on their status in
title.
Congratulations to the SUNY Purthe world standings. Both teams hudchase Pits and Coach Derek Lent for
dled in preparation for the sev~nth
hosting the 1981 Easterns. It ws the
Easterns Championship game.
most successful Ulthnate tournament
The first half was disappointing as
that I·ever attended. The facilities were
Michigan was unable to put it together
great, as was t he play. Alt hough next
against the Glassboro zone. 'Boro playtime can you guys do something about
ing at their normal inspired pace found
the weather on Saturday?
themselves out on top, 11- 5, at halftime.
-Yogi Durra
Now, the 'Boro team has won the last two

In Saturday's section, an Ohio University player looks to complete a pass against the Cornell Wild Roses' stifling defense.

Women's Easterns,
cont'd.
and her correct phone number is 203/
268-8097.)
The following teams attended and the
seeding was based on the April Fools
results:
1

2
3
4
5
6

Boston
Glassboro
Michigan
Cornell
Bucknell*
Ohio*

* Not at April Fools.

A reporter from Ms. magazine interviewed Suzanne Fields at the meeting,
and had photos taken of the opening
game between Ohio and Cornell. That
article should be in their August issue.
The Wild Roses of Cornell were the
surprise team of the tournament. During the preliminary rounds, the Roses
won their first outdoor game in hi story
by defeating Ohio University 18-1. They
dropped into the loser's bracket after a
13-3 loss to BLU. While Boston blew

through the 'Boro women's zone 16- 4,
Cornell beat Bucknell in an overtime
game that was marked by a crucial
upwind goal from Cathy Law to Terry
Glendening, and the fine defensive play
of Pam Hageny and Mandy Carreiro.
Cornell defeated Michigan and Glassboro by two points each on Sunday
morning before meeting BLU in the
finals. The consistent long pulls and
bombs of Suzanne F ie lds (new women's
indoor distance record holder at229'-7",
by the way) and the amazingly quick
Susan Burke were part of the reason
that Cornell fell behind early in their
match. Their five-goal deficit at halftime
was also due to the high quality play of
Heather Morris and Louis Mahoney.
Heather is an experienced disc handler
and Louie is the best defensive player on
BLU. Although the Roses threatened
early in the second half with three quick
goals, they could not overtake the
women from Boston. Congratulations to
BLU and thanks to Lisa Drescher and
Derek Lent for runni ng a fine tournament.
Ultimate appears to be growing faster
than any other disc sport for women. At
last year's Easterns, the only game was

Bucknell against a combined team from
BLU and the Roses called "Bosnell."
This spring was great for us and we
want next fall to be even better. Now is
the time to organize for the Nationals!
If you are a woman playing on a men's
team, start organizing one for women.
Sure, it's exciting to be the only woman
playing on a men's team, but just think
of how much more playing time you
would get on an all women's team. If you
are currently the head of a woman's
team, start planning for the fall by
recruiting new players now, and by
contacting teams in your area. If you
currently play on an Ultimate team, try
some {)ther disc sports and events. Go to
state and national frisbee tournaments.
Play double disc court and golf. Join the
UP A! And if you are currently running
for UPA Regional Coordinator, think
about how you can support women's
Ultimate in your region. Don't forget us
when you send in site proposals for the
Nationals. We're willing to do much of
t he or ganizing and planning, but we
need the support and knowledge of those
who have been where we are now.
Tiina Booth
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IN MEMORIAM:

Mark Chintis
On February 7, 1981, Mark Chintis, 29,
was killed in an automobile accident
near his home in San Lorenzo, New
Mexico. He was well known among those
of us who have been actively playing and
promoting disc games and sports over
the last five years. His overwhelming
contribution to the growth and development of the sport in our area will never
be forgotten.
Mark played a major role in New
Mexico disc activities from the very
beginning. He first began playing
frequently when he attended the University of New Mexico in pursuit of a
degree in Elementary Education in
1972. After several years of constant
play, Mark and two other young men
from the Silver City area hosted the first
New Mexico State Frisbee Championships in June 1977, held in Bayard, New
Mexico. This was the first organized

,'

statewide disc tournament in New
Mexico, and for the first time ever, all of
the serious disc players in New Mexico
can together.
As disc players began to specialize
their skills, Mark chose Ultimate as his
favorite sport. His field sense, team
leadership and strategy, throwing and
catching ability, and love for the game
enabled him to gain recognition as one of
the top Ultimate players in the Southwest.
These contributors were relatively
small ones, though, compared to what he
did for children and education. In his
three years of teaching at Central
Elementary School near Silver City, he
organized and built the Central Frisbee
Club. It was this club that became the
foundation for the development of his
later work. Mark discovered how excited and fascinated children be~me when

LARGEST TOURNAMENT EVER

J

I
'

44 TEAMS
36 MEN 8 WOMEN
Tentatively set for October 3- 4
Double elimination format
Contact Mr. Pete (413/546-6688)
623 Dickinson, UMass, Amherst 01003

they played disc games, the level of
success that young children could achieve with this lightweight medium,
and the carryover of motivation into the
classroom.
The beauty of this educational tool
prompted Mark to return to UNM for a
Masters Degree in 1979-80. During this
time he made what is perhaps his
greatest contribution, writing a Masters
thesis entitled "Disc Activities Related
to Child Development" which documented his work in several elementary
schools in the Albuquerque area, and,
with cooperation and assistance from
the Governor's Council on Physical
Fitness, was able to initiate several disc
programs. In addition, Mark wrote and
published a booklet entitled Frisbee
Flying Disc Activities for Girls and
Boys, also aimed towards the elementary school setting. Mark was responsible for spearheading the movement to
incorporate disc games and activities
into the curriculum of the public schools
of New Mexico.
With Mark's help, the future of disc
activity in New Mexico is solid. The
seeds have been planted and have
already begun to grow. In reflecting
over the recent development of the sport,
there seem to be two kinds of serious
frisbee players. There are those that are
"here and now" oriented, playing because they want to get as good as
possible, setting the trends and movements in the game today. Then there are
the "future" oriented players. Playing
for self-enjoyment and possible competition (as do most serious players), their
primary focus is toward helping the
young and inexperienced become strong
participants in the sport for years to
come. Mark Chintis was this kind of
frisbee player.
- J erry Boswell

Tony Sheeran
Conn. Ultimate Championships.
AU G UST
fo r t he
AM ERI CAN CANCE R SOCI ETY
Contact Buc k, Sneak, Sp arky, Gator Ce ntra l
146 Sc hribne r Hill Rd ., Wilton CT 06897
203/ 834-1531

Tony "Ace" Sheeran-member, captain,
and friend of Stanford University's Ultimate team-died in a swimmi11g accident on J une 7, 1981.
Tony had graduated from Stanford
the week before and had planned to continue playing Ultimate with Stanford.
Tony is a legend in disc history. We
have never seen a player who could play
at his high level of play for hours on end
without break. He had developed rapidly as a leader in strategy and cooperation. Tony will remain in many hearts as
a source of inspiration.
God bless you Tony!
-Mark Roberts

ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
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C lassified&
CLASSIFIED AD RATES: $5 for up to 50 words.
Deadline for submitted copy is the tenth day of the month
prior to publication . Please include payment with submi t·
ted ad copy.
UPA 165G DISCS (second run). This disc is only available
through the Newsletter. This 8lc unpigmented disc has a
gold/silver hotstamp. Cost is $10 and includes shipping in
the US. Write to UPA, Box 4844 , Santa Barbara, CA 93103
WASH D.C. AREA FRISBEE CLUB. Call or write Eric
Simon (6237 N. 21st St., Arlington , VA 22205; 702/534·
5456) for free membership and newsletter.
DISC WARES UNLTD., a player company, is pleased to
announce a new service of printing Club designs on clothing
and frisbees. Also FRISBEES, Ultimate fi eld cones, game
rules, tape measures, stop-watches and much more-cheap!
Responsible Player Reps also wanted. Earn extra money to
help you through the season. For 75-item catalog and
'Special Club Program,' write today t~: Disc Wares, Dept.
U, Box 333, Amherst, MA 01004.
GREAT BUYS! CLEARANCE SALE! Unbreakable Disc
Sport (New Zealand) discs. Ultra-stable, wind-eaters, world
record holder (flyer) . 139g Stinger, 5/$11; 144g Super
Stinger, 5/$12; 167g Flyer, 5/$13; any 30 of one model, $54 .
Send $$$ to M. Pace, 7812 Stone Ave. N., Seattle 98103.
CALIF. STATE ULTIMATE Championships discs & t·
shirts (men's & women's) available. Disc $5. T·shirts $7. SB
Ball $5. Regular T or women's (include 50' per item
postage). Make checks to Rich Lee, 512 Central, Seal Bea<!h,
CA 90740.
165g DISCS for Ultimate, Freestyle, Collections: White
80-c 165g with brown stamp of bears, disc and words
"Brown U Disc Team." (Great for upside-downers.) $5.50/
disc, or $5/disc for three or more; plus 50' shipping/disc.
Rob Seidenberg, Box 4757, Brown University, Providence,
RI 02912

ACROSS
1. UP A's 001
4. 2nd Syl. of catch or breakfast
11. Secure nab
12. Rhythms based on birth
13. Orig . Ultimate Disc
15. Freesty lers tool
16. Wash . DC's Ultimate team (in it.)
18. What Ultimate is
19. Fundamental understanding about
the nature of play .
20. No ..... stripes in Ultimate
24. College in the sun
25. Part of Out of Bounds .. line
28 ... . League in Northeast that has
yearly tau rney
29. Undertaking in field prep.
30. Value of goal
31. Won the first intercollegiate game
ever
32. Inverse of explosive
33. Delay
36. Orig . flying sauc~r
39. '79 South. Reg . Champs
40. Method of advancing

17.
21 .
22.
23.
26.
27.
30.
31.
34.
35.
37.
38.

Can't do this field event in Ultimate
Aggressive thrower
Basic D.
Studies of many l:Jitimate players
in Northeast
Play catch ..... games
Action to begin the game
Accurate
Two directions (ab .)
Approx . starting time for tournies
Act of beginning the game
Description of Part of out of bounds
(ab.)
Pause (ab.)

DISC GOLF COURSE FOR SALE. I have a disc golf
course which I want to sell. I would like to offer it to your
readers at a fraction of the current retail price. It is the
Deluxe Course, 18 holes plus two Around·9 holes. Anyone
wishing to contact me can get in touch by writing Gardner
L. Hall , PO Box 216, Plymouth, New Hampshire 03264 , or
call 603/ 536·3449.
DARK STAR DISCS A V AlLABLE. Special Dark Star
NAS Skystylers. Black wfgold, black w/red, $7.00. Set of 5,
includes clear w/ black, white w/met. blue, moonglow,
$45.00. Dark Star Solstice Celebration Tourney discs, 80E,
$7.50. Dark Star t·shirts, white, tan, yellow, $6.00. Ultimate
Time Magazine, 1980-81, $1.50/set, free with disc purchase.
All orders postpaid: Dark Star, 894 East 35th, Eugene, OR
97405.
DARK STAR VAGABONDS. To all those vagabonds who
forgot to pay your bills at the Dark Star Asia Garden
dinner, the Dark Star & Flying Circus paid for you. Please
contribute! Contact Dark Star.
WATCH THE BEST Glassboro vs. Boston! Final game of
1980 Nat'!. Championships now available on W' color video.
Contact UPA, P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.

The perfect fundraiser.
"Fly the Sky" with your teom logo on 160-Grom

SKY-STYLEAn' sportdlscs by DISCRAFTI
Minimum 200 ................... $2.50 Eo.
500 · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.25 Eo.
Pnce Includes 1-c:olor stomp. Die charge: S40.00

DOWN
1. Major issue
2. Nightspot for many wandering
players
3. Method to get open
5. Roots of what Ultimate provides
10. Late creator
11 . Disc unit
14. Great passers from another sport

For further information:

DISCAAFT PRODUCTS
Box 275
Westland, Mich. 48185
(313) 421 -4322

